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History shows that ferry and RoPax collisions with tankers can be
devastating for human life. This paper follows up such a scenario
to contribute to rational increase of safety of marine structures.
Through the coupling of multi-objective structural optimization
and crashworthiness analysis, a conventional tanker structure is
optimized for higher collision tolerance, accounting for the change
in hull mass, so that the increase in safety is efficient. Two new
concepts, proposed here, are deemed necessary for the successful
execution of this task: a ‘two-stage’ optimization approach,
reducing the number of needed collision simulations, and a rapid
collision simulation approach that utilizes coarse FE mesh and
reduces calculation time. Combining the obtained results with the
state-of-the-art knowledge, a new insight about crashworthy
design of tanker structures is also realized.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In 1991, in front of the Italian port of Livorno, ferry ‘Moby Prince’ struck into the anchored tanker
‘Agip Abruzzo’. Oil on board the tanker burst out of the breached tank and caught fire that spread also
to the ferry, killing in the end 140 people [1].

Many efforts have been spared lately to minimize the chance of such events. Yet, by looking into the
data of IMO [2–6] following the dreaded incident, we can see that collisions consistently continue to
plague on an annual basis some 20% of all serious and very serious marine accidents. ‘Agip Abruzzo’
was a single-hulled VLCC, but the nowadays double-hull ship structures still do not prevent the loss of
hull integrity in the cases of collision with a large ferry such as ‘Moby Prince’; see e.g. Ref. [7].
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The concepts to make ships crashworthy, by redesigning their structure to maintain the hull
integrity, have of late spurred a wide research interest. Generally, crashworthiness indicates a ‘better’
capability of some system to tolerate impact loads, and for ship-to-ship collisions, crashworthiness
refers to an increased capacity of the struck ship to absorb kinetic energy prior to hull breach. Scientific
study of crashworthiness of ships, however, has it roots in the past century, when Minorsky [8] showed
that the deformed volume of hull structure relates proportionally with its crashworthiness. Unfortu-
nately, this fact mislead many practitioners in concluding that improved crashworthiness would result
in significant added mass of structure and thus in a reduction of ship’s commercial competitiveness.
Mostly for this reason, crashworthiness has not been adopted in commercial ship design, nor has it
been widely indicated as a safety criterion. Furthermore, some newer studies [9,10] indicated that the
increase in structural mass is not a sufficient, nor always a necessary condition for the increase of
crashworthiness, and that crashworthiness can be increased with only a minor increase in mass if
proper structural design is accomplished; see also Refs. [11,12].

Motivated by this situation, we aim here to deepen the knowledge on relations between hull crash-
worthiness and mass for practical marine structures. In particular, to concurrently optimize crashwor-
thiness and mass of hull structure, and to obtain design alternatives that have maximal crashworthiness
for a given hull mass. Since evaluation of crashworthiness is numerically challenging and time-
consuming, we introduce in a new optimization approach. The approach fosters ‘two-stage optimization’
that reduces the overall computational effort needed to obtain the desired alternatives.

In Chapter 4, we illustrate this ‘new optimization’ with a practical example. Crashworthiness and
a hull mass of a tanker are optimized, considering in addition the standard service load requirements.
The optimization is performed for a critical accidental scenario resembling that of the ‘Moby Prince’
incident arguing that it can well represent the serious and very serious collisions. Furthermore,
a special approach is applied to assess the crashworthiness rapidly and accurately, and with sensitivity
to changes in structural scantlings.
2. Theoretical background

2.1. Practical optimization of marine structures

A structural optimization problem can be mathematically formalized with the following general
formulation for constrained optimization

min
x ˛X

n
f ðxÞ

��gjðxÞ � 0; j˛½1; l�XZ;m � 1XZ
o
; (1)

in which we search for a vector of variables x¼ (x1,.,xn)T that minimizes1 the vector of design
objectives f(x)¼ [f1(x), ., fm(x)]T, as well as satisfying the design constraints g(x)¼ [g1(x), ., gl(x)T].
Alternatives satisfying the constraints are called feasible alternatives and are members of the feasible
set U

U ¼ fx ˛XjgðxÞ � 0g; (2)

where X is the set of all permutations P of design variable values xi, between their lower xmin and upper
xmax bounds of the variables, i.e. it contains all possible design alternatives,

X ¼
n

Pðx1;.; xnÞT jxmin � x � xmax

o
: (3)

The solution of optimization problem of Eq. (1) is a Pareto optimal alternative x* which is non-
dominated by other feasible alternatives, i.e. there is no feasible alternative better than x* for all
objectives. Such alternative is then rational and it belongs to a set of feasible Pareto optima bU, called
1 It is well known that minimization of some objective can be linearly transformed into maximization, so the applicability of
the presented theory onto maximization is assumed.
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also the Pareto frontier. The Pareto frontier is then in general a subset to a set bX of non-dominated
design alternatives, bU4bX: Thus,

bU ¼
n

x�˛U
��exk; fj

�
xk
�
< fjðxÞ;cj˛½1;m�;cxk˛Uyx�

o
; (4)

where

bX ¼ nx ˛X
��exk; fj

�
xk
�
< fjðxÞ;cj˛½1;m�;cxk˛Xyx

o
: (5)

Practical optimization of ship structures ranges over hundreds of design variables, which are
regularly treated as discrete. The number of design criteria, i.e. the constraints and objectives, is even
larger. Furthermore, they are often evaluated through numerical calculations, as is also the case with
crashworthiness. Fundamental optimization methods, e.g. those based on calculations of criteria
gradients, cannot treat these problems successfully due to the unpredictable cavities arising in the
design space related to large number of variables and non-linear criteria [13:588]. Some more complex
approaches, e.g. decomposition of the global optimization problem into smaller manageable problems
based on structural elements [14], or special sequential ‘convex linearization’ of the overall design
space [15], are capable of handling practical problems, but they require explicit criteria knowledge.
Following on the rise in computing power, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [16–18] have lately become
a convenient option for practical optimization problems. They deal directly and solely with the first
order information about variable and criteria values and they can be programmed with ease to treat
discrete variables. Due to the multi-point search and in-built randomness, they are capable of treating
practical problems with large number of discrete variables and implicit criteria. But due to the same
reasons, the experience shows that GAs demand significant amount of criteria evaluations. When
coupled with FEM-based collision simulations, this presents an obstacle to optimize ship structure for
crashworthiness in an acceptable time period.

In Refs. [19,20], a strategy characterized by ‘vectorization’ of the optimization problem is proposed
to handle this problem. The constraint functions are transformed into additional objectives to be
minimized alongside those original. This enables a focused search of the boundaries of the feasible
domain where the optimal results are expected. Once implemented into a GA, vectorization permits
a flexible optimization process, or the omni-optimization2, so that e.g. one can use the same algorithm
for both single- and multi-objective problems [22], or, as introduced with this paper, split the opti-
mization into two stages. As we will show, this can save computational time which is a major benefit
when optimizing crashworthiness.
2.2. Crashworthiness of marine structures

Ever since Minorsky’s work [8], ship collisions have been studied as the decoupled manifestations of
external dynamics of ship motions and internal mechanics of structural deformations. Former relates
strongly to the momentum conservation of striking and struck ships, while latter depends strictly on
their structural arrangements. Here, the focus is on structural design, so to evaluate the crashwor-
thiness as specified above, we focus on the internal mechanics and assume independence between the
changes in structural design and external dynamics. Internal mechanics of ship structures is typically
simulated utilizing the non-linear 3D Finite Element Method (FEM). These simulations are time
consuming, thus their application is regularly decoupled from dimensioning. They are mostly used for
the final evaluation and analysis/approval; see e.g. Refs. [23–28]. Efforts have been spared however to
reduce the computational time needed for internal mechanics [29–33]. But these approaches are not
suitable for optimization where structure is persistently changed, as the adopted simplifications are
established on a case-to-case basis.
2 Deb and Tiwari [21] are credited for the term ‘omni-optimization’ to describe the procedure how a single algorithm (in this
case ‘omni-optimizer’) can be applied both for single- and multi-objective optimization.
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Up to now, optimization has been coupled with non-linear FEM-based collision simulations to
increase crashworthiness in several studies, but mostly involving simple structures, or structural
elements, where simulation time could be kept low. Notable examples involve topology optimization
in two dimensions [34–36] and scantlings optimization in three dimensions (3D) utilizing meta-
modelling, i.e. Response Surface Method (RSM) [37]. However, a possibility to extend these studies to the
optimization of a complex, 3D ship hull structure is practically non-existent, reasons relating to a high
number of involved design variables that demand extensive number of simulations. Therefore, the
non-linear 3D FEM approach applied in this paper becomes essential to conduct optimization
successfully.
3. A ‘two-stage’ optimization procedure

To optimize crashworthy marine structures, we propose to conduct it in two-stages. In the first
stage the hull mass is optimized without calculating crashworthiness, and once the satisfactory
reduction in mass is obtained, crashworthiness, as a computationally extremely expensive objective,
is added to the optimization. The reason for proposing this approach follows the understanding of
the problem at hand. On one hand, there are numerical complexities in minimization of structural
mass, leading from the large number of design variables and non-linear criteria. On the other hand,
we face timely crashworthiness calculations. Former demands generation and assessment of thou-
sands of alternatives and latter, extends this very assessment to a great extent, necessitating weeks
of computational time. Concurrent optimization of both of these objectives is therefore excessively
time consuming, so utilizing the two-stage approach should help in reducing this time to
a minimum.

Deb and Srinivasan [38] indicate that Pareto optimal alternatives of one system possess many
commonalities. If this is valid for our problem, low crashworthy alternatives with low hull mass would
share most of the variable values with crashworthy alternatives. Splitting therefore, the overall opti-
mization problem as proposed should not significantly affect on the generation of rational alternatives.
Minimization of hull mass independent of crashworthiness will provide thus the initial set of Pareto
optimal alternatives in a significantly reduced optimization time. Starting to maximize crashworthi-
ness from this set should in the end generate the complete set of Pareto optima.
3.1. Vectorization

Proposed approach to optimize crashworthy marine structures in two stages is based on vectori-
zation [19,20]. The original problem of Eq. (1) is thus re-written to the following vectorized form:

min
x ˛X

n
f1ðxÞ;.; fmðxÞ; fmþ1ðxÞ;.; fmþjðxÞ;.; fmþlðxÞ

o
; (6)

The constraints gj(x) are converted now into additional objectives {fmþ1(x), ., fmþj(x)} applying the
unit-step representation [51]

fmþjðxÞ ¼
�
�gjðxÞ; if gjðxÞ < 0
0; otherwise

;cj˛½1; l�: (7)

The original optimization problem is now relaxed and also fully represented in the extended
objective space Y¼ {f1(x), ., fmþl(x)jx ˛ X}. Applying the unit-step constraint transformation, all the
feasible alternatives are strictly separated in the objective space from those that are infeasible. This
makes the relative location of the Pareto frontier between the original objectives known. Fig. 1 illus-
trates this for the problem with a single original objective f1(x). We can see now that the feasible
alternatives are strictly placed on the axis of the original objective. For the multi-objective problems, as
studied here, the feasible alternatives are spread in the hyper-plane bYU ¼ ff1ðxÞ;.; fmðxÞjx˛Ug that
contains then the Pareto frontier between the original objectives.



Fig. 1. Effect of unit-step constraint transformation on the characteristic alternatives (A – the feasible objective minimum, B – the
infeasible objective minimum, C and D – feasible alternatives on the boundary) depicted in a) design space and b) objective space,
where the objective f2(x) represents the constraint g1(x) after transformation using the Eq. (7). bY depicts the Pareto frontier between
the original and the vectorized objectives, i.e. constraints.
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3.2. VOP – a GA to perform optimization in two-stages

To solve the vectorized optimization problem and perform optimization in two stages, we employ
a specific, binary-coded GA, VOP [19,20,22]; see Fig. 2. VOP’s GA operators are standard [17], except the
fitness function. The fitness of a design alternative x in generation i, 4 (x,i), is calculated as a function of
the weighted Euclidean distance d(x,i) that the alternative’s normalized objective values f jðx; iÞ close
with the origin of the objective space Y

4ðx; iÞ ¼
�

max
x ˛Xi
½dðx; iÞ� � dðx; iÞ

�dðx;iÞ
: (8)

where Xi marks the set, or population of alternatives at generation i. The weighted Euclidean distance is
written as

dðx; iÞ ¼
(P

j

h
wjf jðx; iÞ

i2
)1=2

;

s:t: 0 � wj � 1;P
j

wj ¼ 1; cj˛½1;mþ l�
(9)

Both the normalization of alternative’s objectives f jðx; iÞ ¼ a½fjðxÞ; i�; and of Euclidean distance3

dðx; iÞ ¼ a½dðx; iÞ�; is performed linearly. Hence, the applied normalization function4 a for some
function h at generation i is defined as

a½h; i� ¼
h� max

cx˛Xi
h

max
cx ˛Xi

h� min
cx˛Xi

h
: (10)

The weighting factors wj of Eq. (9) determine the area of search focus in the objective space Y. By
3 In case that all design alternatives within a generation i are infeasible, the normalized ‘distance’ exponent d(x,i) of Eq. (8)
disregards the value of original objectives and thus forces generation of feasible alternatives.

4 If an objective is to be maximized, the numerator in Eq. (10) should change into min
cx˛Xi

h� h:



Fig. 2. Flow chart of VOP algorithm as applied in this paper, with specific genetic operators coloured in grey.
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changing their values, one can decide whether to minimize more the constraint deviations or the
original objectives, or some particular objective as seen in Fig. 3.

Obviously, it is easy to foresee that this very feature enables VOP to conduct the proposed opti-
mization in two stages. The weighting factors change from the first to the second stage, changing the
focus from hull mass minimization, needed to reach the initial set of the Pareto frontier, onto crash-
worthiness maximization, building the entirety of the frontier. Following Fig. 3, to attain Pareto optima,
original objectives’ weight factors wj,cj ˛ [1,m] in Eq. (9) should possess low values as this combines
strong minimization of the distance of designs to the boundaries of the feasible domain where minima
Fig. 3. ‘Cloud’ of design alternatives of generation Xi in the a) objectives space Yi and b) after normalization Yi according to Eq. (10).
The normalized space (b) depicts the fitness determination for the generation i, specifically indicating the design alternative (�)
having the minimal distance d(x,i) to the point I with respect to the chosen weighting factors w. Yk symbolizes the ‘cloud’ of design
alternatives for some other generation k.
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of the original objectives are usually found [20,22]. Furthermore, the original objectives’ weight factors
will not necessarily be the same. The objective that is more preferred should possess larger weight
factor than the one less preferred. For the constraints-turned-objectives, the weight factors could be,
for convenience, kept all equal. The following rule simplifies this argumentation:

0zwp � wq � wr ; p; q˛½1;m�; r˛½mþ 1;mþ l� (11)

where the minimization of the objective p is less preferred than that of the objective q, and r marks
constraint(s). In the end, the actual values of weighting factors are determined heuristically, but as they
bear physical meaning, they can be intuitively manipulated, as shown also in the next chapter.

4. Example: optimization of a crashworthy tanker structure

We illustrate now the ‘two-stage’ optimization of crashworthy marine structures on a realistic
example. The aim is to improve the tanker structure’s crashworthiness with the least added hull mass
and with a capacity to sustain normal service loads.
4.1. Problem definition

Tanker is 180 m long, 32 m wide and 18 m deep, with a draught of 11.5 m. It has a typical product/
chemical carrier construction as seen in Fig. 4, where the tanks are plated with stainless steel – Duplex.
The collision is assumed to occur in the side shell of the cargo area amid two transverse bulkheads and
at the draught of approx. 4 m, as seen in Fig. 5. Even though many probable collision scenarios are
possible [39–41], we study here the tanker’s crashworthiness in a 90� collision with roughly a 30 000
GRT RoPax or ferry, having an approximate draught of 7 m and a sufficient kinetic energy to cause
rupture of the tanker’s inner hull. This critical scenario is chosen for the extreme severity of its
consequences and for its realistic chance of occurrence, e.g. in the Bay of Finland, Danish, or Dover
straits, etc. where tanker and RoPax/ferry traffic intersect intensively. It is assumed therefore that this
representative scenario can adequately indicate ship’s crashworthiness, particularly to demonstrate
the methodology presented in this paper.

4.1.1. Design objectives
Three objectives are considered for optimization: a) maximize the crashworthiness, i.e. hull capacity

to absorb collision energy before being breached (abbreviated onwards as ENERGY), b) minimize the
hull mass (abbreviated as HULL) and c) minimize the mass of stainless steel Duplex (abbreviated as
DUPLEX). The maximization of ENERGY should increase ship safety, while the minimization of HULL
and DUPLEX assures ship’s commercial competitiveness. Particularly due to the costs, the mass of ship’s
hull is observed based on the material type. Duplex steel costs in the scale of ten times the standard high
tensile steel including both material and labour costs. HULL and DUPLEX objectives are considered
through the cross sectional area of the main frame multiplied by the length of the ship and steel density
of 8000 kg/m3. Evaluation of ENERGY is described in details in a chapter to follow.

4.1.2. Design variables
Tanker’s longitudinally stiffened cargo space structure is split with transverse bulkheads placed

every 17.8 m. The cargo tanks’ plating is assumed to be built from Duplex steel to resist the transported
chemicals, while the remaining structure is assumed to be of high tensile steel. Duplex steel yield
strength is 440 MPa and that of high tensile steel is 355 MPa.

Tanker’s structure is symmetric about the centre line. It is optimized through 47 longitudinal strakes
of one half of the midship section. No fore- and aft-ship structure is considered, neither in analysis of
hull response to normal service loads and collision loads.

The assumed section affected by collision includes the outer structure, starting 6310 mm from the
centre line, i.e. the outer cargo tank, part of the double bottom and the whole double side as seen also in
Fig. 5. Longitudinally, the section is bounded by two transverse bulkheads. For convenience, we name
this section onwards as ‘the crash section’.
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Each strake is generally described with five parameters: plate thickness, stiffener size, number
of stiffeners, stiffener type and panel’s material type. The former two parameters are varied in
optimization, while the latter three are fixed. Their adopted values are seen also in Fig. 4. In total, the
optimization is conducted with 94 variables.

Variables are considered discretely. The plate thicknesses are assumed to be available for every
whole millimetre, from 5 to 24 mm outside the crash section, and in the crash section between 4 and
42 mm. The stiffener sizes are taken from the standard tables of profiles, e.g. Ref. [42], for the whole
available range of HP profiles and flat bars. Flat bars are applied exclusively in the crash section only,
due to their improved collision properties over HP profiles; see Ref. [10]. The flat bars undergo
membrane stretching easier than HPs due to the reduced flexural stiffness. In other ship sections, HP
profiles are used normally. Optimization of the transverse structures, i.e. the structure of the web
frames, is not conducted, while its assumed scantlings are given in Fig. 4.

4.1.3. Constraints
Besides accidental loading, ship’s structure needs to withstand normal service loads. We consider

the hull girder loads and the lateral hydrostatic loads caused both by cargo and the sea. The effect of
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four critical hull girder loads is assessed at the two positions L/4 and L/2. For the former position, the
shear force of 48 000 kN is applied both in hogging and in sagging, and for the latter, the total vertical
bending moments of 2 932 000 kNm is applied in hogging and 2 452 000 kNm in sagging. The
hydrostatic loads are specified based on the load height and on the density of the fluid r indicated in
Fig. 4.

During the optimization the response under the hull girder loads is calculated applying the Coupled
Beam (CB) method [43]. Local response of strake structures under hydrostatic loading is calculated with
the uniformly loaded simple beam model, and it is added to the response of the structure to the hull
girder loading. The structure of each strake is checked for eight standard failure criteria concerning:
plate yield and buckling, stiffener yield, lateral and torsional buckling, stiffener’s web and flange
(where appropriate) buckling for each loading condition, see Ref [44] for more on their definition.
Additional crossing over criterion [45] is used to ensure controlled panel collapse due to extensive in-
plane loading. Altogether 376 failure criteria are calculated for each design alternative and for each
loading condition. These criteria are confronted with the response through the adequacy functions,
effectively describing optimization constraints. Adequacy is considered as a non-linear normalization
function between the structural capacity of some structural element j, aj(x), and a loading demand
acting on it, bj(x), as proposed in Ref. [14]:
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gjðxÞ ¼
ajðxÞ �

��bjðxÞ
��

ajðxÞ þ
��bjðxÞ

�� (12)

This functions results with values ranging between �1 and 1. Zero delimits the feasible alternative
with positive adequacy values from the infeasible, having a negative adequacy value.
4.2. Rapid numerical collision simulations

To evaluate crashworthiness during optimization, we need calculate it in significantly reduced time
than commonly accepted, e.g. in the scale of 1 min. We therefore assume that collision occurs only with
the bulbous bow, or the bulb, instead of the whole bow of a colliding ship (Fig. 5 depicts the assumed
scenario). And that the bulb is rigid, so that only the tanker’s structure absorbs the collision energy.
Justifications for these simplifications are based firstly on the assumed bow shape, typical for the RoPax
or a ferry of the considered size. In Fig. 5, it is possible to see that the remaining bow structure is
unlikely, at full draughts of ships, to come into contact with the tanker before the bulb would penetrate
deep enough and cause rupture of the inner hull. Secondly, ENERGY relates to the struck ship only and
measures principally how much struck ship structure can tolerate collision energy before undergoing
the breach.

LS-DYNA ver. 971 software package is utilized for numerical collision simulations. An FE model is
created in ANSYS software based on the parametric input from the optimization algorithm. ANSYS
performs pre-processing of the FE model, assigning element, nodal data and boundary conditions. LS-
DYNA control parameters are automatically added in the batch call of LS-PREPOST software with
a command file. After simulations, which yield forces on structure during collision, ENERGY is calcu-
lated through the force integration with the second batch call of LS-PREPOST.

4.2.1. FE model
FE model of the crash section is created for every alternative based on the predefined 3D geometry

modelled in ANSYS software. An example is seen in Fig. 6. The FE model is constrained in the planes of
transverse bulkheads to translate in all three directions. Following the recommendations of Refs.
[23,46], the extent of such FE model is sufficient to avoid significant plastic deformations at its
boundaries considering the size of the bulb and the extent of its penetration prior to inner hull
breaching. Furthermore, preliminary simulation results yielded plastic strains on the boundaries at the
magnitude of less than 10% of the maximum plastic strain obtained at the moment of hull breach.

Even though the geometry is re-meshed for every alternative, the following generic features are
maintained. The size of elements for plating is established on the basis of stiffener spacing, being on
average 0.8	 0.9 m. To model the stiffeners, one element is used per stiffener height. This is a very
coarse model, but bearing in mind that the ENERGY values are used only for comparison during the
optimization, it can lead to a well represented structural response if it is combined with proper values
of control parameters. The structure is modelled using strictly the four nodded, quadrilateral
Belytschko-Lin-Tsay shell elements [47] with 5 integration points through their thickness.

4.2.2. Simulation control parameters
In comparison to the standard LS-DYNA hourglass control, Flanagan-Belytschko integration type

control Refs. [46] is used, with an hourglass coefficient of 0.13205. This value was found iteratively for
the considered coarse mesh to keep the hourglass energy in the single percents of the total energy.

The collision simulations are displacement controlled. The rigid indenter is moved into the struc-
ture with a constant velocity of 10 m/s. This velocity is found reasonable as it is still small enough not to
cause inertia effects of the ship masses, see Ref. [25]. Ship motions are neglected and therefore not
considered in the analysis.

The calculation time step is controlled based on the bar wave speed and the maximum of the shortest
element side or the element area divided by the minimum of the longest side or the longest diagonal of
the element. Instabilities for this time step could not be found. Additional mass scaling was not used to
reduce the time step, due to the significant negative influence it possesses over the kinetic energy.



Fig. 6. Automatically generated FEM model for rapid assessment of crashworthiness of some design alternative.
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*CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE contact scheme of ‘LS-DYNA’ [47] is applied to treat
the contact, where the reaction forces between structure and indenter are obtained by the
*CONTACT_FORCE_TRANSDUCER_PENALTY card [47]. Additionally, only the minimal graphical output
data is generated during the simulations to minimize hard disk activity during the simulation time. A
static friction coefficient of 0.3 is used.

4.2.3. Material and fracture model
Material in the FE model is represented with the ‘power law’, where the strength coefficient K and

the strain hardening index h are based on the tensile experiments [48]

s ¼ K$eh: (13)

This material law is implemented to simulations as the Material 123 of ‘LS-Dyna’. In the experiments,
the K had a value of 730 for the standard steel with a yield stress of 284 MPa, but since we deal here
with steel of higher strength than in the experiments K is scaled linearly. K then equals 1130 for the
duplex steel and 912 for the high tensile steel. The strain hardening index h¼ 0.2 is assumed not to
change, keeping the shape of the material behaviour in the simulations similar to that in the
experiments.

The initiation and propagation of fracture is modelled by deleting the failed elements from the
model. The *TERMINATION_DELETED_SHELLS_SET of LS-DYNA [47] was used to stop the simulation
when the first element from the inner plate is removed, i.e. when the inner hull breaches. Fracture is
addressed on the basis of computed strains. To evaluate the fracture-critical through thickness strain 3f,
we adopt the following empirical criterion [23,49]:

3f ðleÞ ¼ 3g þ 3e$
t
le

(14)
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where 3g is the uniform strain and 3e is the necking strain, t is the plate thickness and le is the individual
element length. It is commonly recommended that the ratio le/t is not less than 5 for shell element.
Respective uniform and necking strain values of 0.056 and 0.54 are obtained from the measurements of
the plating damaged in collisions [48]. As shown in Ref. [50], this criterion is simple to implement into
simulations, and more importantly it enables reasonable structural behaviour.

4.3. Optimization

4.3.1. The ‘two-stage’ optimization
The optimization is initiated with a population of 60 randomly generated design alternatives. This is

considered sufficient, accounting for some preliminary results of the mass minimization for the same
tanker, reported in Ref. [51]. The first stage minimizes HULL and DUPLEX without calculating ENERGY
of the alternatives. Crossing over probability is pC¼ 0.8, while mutation probability is pM¼ 0.0035. Both
values are set based on the previous experiences [18,52] and experimental runs. For the binary GAs, the
standard mutation probability is determined as 1/(chromosome length), which in this case would be
0.0045. But since the variables are represented with short, four or five bit long, strings, a change in one
bit, depending on the position, causes significant change in a variable that more probably degrades
than improves the alternative’s performance. Thus, the probability of mutation is reduced. The
weighting factors for HULL and DUPLEX and all constraints, are equal to 2.646	10�3, obtained from
the fraction l/(mþ j), where m is taken as 2 and j equals to 376, since wENERGY¼ 0.

The minimization of HULL and DUPLEX is run until the 802nd generation as seen in Fig. 7a and b. At
that point the rate of improvements decreases, and between the two objectives a small Pareto frontier
is noticed. Assuming now that the further mass reductions will not be significant and that the ‘light’
alternatives have attained predominantly optimal variable values, the ENERGY maximization is added
to the minimization of HULL and DUPLEX in order to generate the Pareto frontier between all three
objectives. The second stage of the optimization is thus initiated. Fig. 7c–e depict this stage of opti-
mization, where we see the rise in ENERGY. With the rise in ENERGY, the rise in HULL occurs as well, but
every time VOP reaches some new ENERGY level, it follows up with the reduction in HULL. DUPLEX is
not affected at all with the improvements in ENERGY until the very high levels of ENERGY are reached.
After 350 generations the ENERGY starts to reach its upper limits.

Initially, the weighting factors in the second stage of optimization, including now the factor for
ENERGY, are set to be equal to each other as in the first stage of optimization; see Table 1. In the first
stage, ENERGY’s weighting factor is zero, so the increase in its value leads VOP now to search the design
space for alternatives with higher ENERGY. As it starts from one edge of the Pareto frontier, VOP
generates additional Pareto optima while it maximizes ENERGY. This is assured by the fact that
weighting factors of other objectives bear the same relative value as for ENERGY, but also due to the
exploitation of the commonalities amongst Pareto optima which reduce the need for VOP to change
many variable values. However, this search eventually stalls once the appropriate ENERGY level is
reached for the applied weighting factors. This is seen to occur around 930th generation (Fig. 7e).
Supposing that the equality between the weighting factors of the three objectives leads to the centre of
the Pareto frontier, increasing ENERGY’s factor beyond that of other objectives’ ‘pushes’ the maximi-
zation of ENERGY further, eventually attaining the other edge of the Pareto frontier. However, the
choice of the proper intensity for this increase relies on heuristic, following the basic argumentation of
the previous sub-section. Therefore, additional adjustments in the weightings factors are made in the
continuation of optimization until a desired progress is attained; see again Table 1 and Fig. 7. The
second-stage is finalized once VOP fails to yield any new alternatives with higher ENERGY for the last
10 generations, in which HULL’s and DUPLEX’s weighting factors are set to zero. This then indicates that
the edge of the Pareto frontier, where ENERGY attains its maximum, has been reached.

4.3.2. The results
In the end, VOP generates approx. 70 000 design alternatives, out of which 21000 with the

calculated ENERGY values. 1056 Pareto optimal alternatives are generated, ranging approx. over 2000t
in HULL and 400t in DUPLEX. ENERGY is spread over 130 MJ. The Pareto front is fairly evenly developed
between the objectives’ extremes, allowing us to make relevant observations as seen in Fig. 8. Yet it is
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also rather extensive for the thorough analysis containing too many design alternatives. So due to the
particular interest in maximizing ENERGY, and in seeing the effects it causes on the rise in masses,
these 1056 relative Pareto optima are further filtered by simply maintaining several distinctive alter-
natives that are also Pareto optimal between the objective couples of ENERGY and HULL and ENERGY
and DUPLEX. This filtered set contains now 32 alternatives indicated in Fig. 8.

From Fig. 8a and b we can now notice that the significant increase in ENERGY, from the lightest
alternative with 10 MJ to the alternative with 90 MJ, is achieved practically without any increase in
DUPLEX. Seemingly, only the outer shell is modified, but also mildly as seen also in Fig. 9. The increase
in HULL, for a ‘tenfold’ increase in ENERGY, is only 25%. Furthermore, the amount of expensive Duplex
steel can be kept at minimum for a fairly crashworthy design. This reduces the chance of unacceptable
rise in costs for the increase in ship safety. Fig. 10 depicts the difference in scantlings for the two
distinctive alternatives, 1 and 32, respectively being the HULL minimal and ENERGY maximal designs.

4.3.3. Validation of the rapid approach to assess crashworthiness
During the optimization, we applied the rapid approach to assess crashworthiness with a premise

that it can yield sufficiently correct calculations of ENERGY to allow consistent comparison between the



Table 1
Heuristic of weighting factors w in the ‘two-stage’ optimization process (given values are relative).

Phase in omni-opt. Generation wENERGY wHULL wDUPLEX wCONSTR

From To wCONSTR wCONSTR wCONSTR wCONSTR

1 1 802 0 1 1 1

2 803 949 1 1 1 1
949 959 3 1 1 1
959 961 4 1 1 1
961 975 5 1 1 1
975 981 3 1 1 1
981 991 2 1 1 1
991 1010 2 0.5 0.5 1

1010 1021 1.5 0.5 0.5 1
1021 1037 1.5 1 1 1
1037 1053 2 1 1 1
1053 1060 3 1 1 1
1060 1071 5 1 1 1
1071 1138 5 0.5 0.5 1
1138 1144 5 0.25 0.25 1
1144 1153 5 0 0 1
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generated alternatives. It fostered the coarse-meshed FE model. To validate this approach, a fine-
meshed FE model is created now for each of the 32 Pareto optimal design alternatives, utilizing
standard procedure for numerical collision simulations, similar to the procedure applied in Ref. [50].
ENERGY is recalculated for these models and obtained values are compared; see Fig. 11.

The average length of element in the fine-mesh model is reduced by three when compared to an
element length in the coarse-mesh model. Therefore, there are at least three elements per stiffener
height, and plates are meshed with elements of maximum size of 250	 250 mm. This enables more
accurate simulation of large structural deformations and of material fracture.

Observing now Fig. 11, it can be noticed that the fine-meshed model is less stiff, which leads to lower
ENERGY values. This is of course expected since for the large ENERGY values, above 40 MJ, the structural
deformations become large and the coarse-mesh model, due to its large finite elements, cannot
sufficiently well capture the highly deformed shapes of the structure. However, the alternatives per-
forming significantly better with the coarse-meshed model perform also better with the fine-meshed
model.

Nevertheless, some inconsistencies can be noticed, predominantly for the small differences in
ENERGY. To indicate the severity of these inconsistencies, two simple moving average curves in Fig. 11
are used. From their profile we find that a rise of at least 10 MJ of ENERGY in the coarse-meshed model
probably results in a rise of ENERGY in the fine-meshed model. On the other hand, a rise of at least
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20 MJ of ENERGY is certain to indicate rise in the fine-mesh model, accounting that this is valid solely
for the considered example.

From this expose we can conclude that the error of the coarse-meshed model with respect to
ENERGY is less than 20 MJ. Accounting that the optimization generated alternatives with the ENERGY
spreading over 130 MJ, this error can be treated as acceptable, principally confirming the applicability
of a coarse-mesh approach for relative comparison as required in optimization.
5. Discussion

The optimization of the case study yields a set of interesting findings, both about tanker crash-
worthiness and about optimization of crashworthy structures. These have potentially significant
influence on design and therefore they are thoroughly discussed here.
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If we observe the rise in ENERGY in more detail, from the lightest to the heaviest design, we can
easily notice where and when material is added to increase the crashworthiness of the structure. As
seen from Fig. 9b and c, material addition is most intensive for the strake 16 in the outer shell, exactly
where we expect the collision to occur, and in the strake 14. For the higher levels of ENERGY, above
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Fig. 12. Computed collision deformations, applying the fine-meshed FE model, for the a) min HULL/low crashworthy alternative 1,
and b) max ENERGY/high crashworthy alternative 32, at the point of inner hull rupture.
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100 MJ, material is slightly added to the inner shell, in strake 20, being directly behind the strake 16.
Furthermore, if we compare Figs. 8 and 9, we can also see that for the fine-mesh calculations, ENERGY is
strongly linked to the strake 16, where the major increases in ENERGY are analogous to the increases in
the plating thickness and stiffener size of the strake 16; take also a special notice of the changes in
ENERGY and plate thickness of the strake 16 between the design alternatives 21 and 22. On the other
hand, the neighbouring side shell strakes, as well as the horizontal stakes of deck and double bottom,
show no significant consistent changes, as indicated in Fig. 9. This leads to the conclusion that the
increase in crashworthiness has been attained predominantly through the local stiffening, at the place
of presumed collision.

This finding is physically justified with the observation of McDermott et al. [53] that most of the
collision energy is absorbed by the membrane tension of the structural elements. So, if the structure is
globally stiff, the initial collision deformations arising locally in the structure at the striking location
will be constrained to dissipate and membrane tension will not develop sufficiently. This input of
energy will raise plastic strains locally and eventually initiate fracture in the vicinity of the contact. If on
the contrary a structure at the striking location is supported flexibly, but is locally stiff, the deforma-
tions will spread more easily, initiating membrane tension and dissipating the strains widely over the
structure. For this reason their intensity will be low and fracture will be postponed. This can be clearly
seen in Fig. 12 that depicts the calculated collision deformations at the moment of inner hull rupture for
a low crashworthy (design alternative 1) and a highly crashworthy (design alternative 32) hull
Fig. 13. Local strake stiffening extended over the whole length of the ship.
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structure. The evidence of this reasoning can be found to exist in some other reported studies,
including the results of the full scale collision tests [24], or in the numerical simulations analyzing these
tests [25].

If we assume that serious and very serious collisions occur predominantly involve contact with
bulbous bow, following this discussion we can suppose that an efficient mean to elevate crashwor-
thiness is through the local stiffening that extends below ship’s waterline. This proposal is symbolically
depicted in Fig. 13, and it is similar to the better known ‘ice belt’, or more appropriately, to the ‘torpedo
belt’ of the early 20th century naval ships [54]. Obviously, if the collision would occur above or below
such a locally stiffened location, a significant difference in crashworthiness can be expected. To
understand the extent of this difference, we perform additional collision simulations on the studied
tanker assuming the same characteristics of the striking bulbous bow. The fine-mesh model is applied
for the considered 32 Pareto optimal alternatives, and collision simulations are performed accordingly
with striking positions on strakes 15 and 17, i.e. below and above the original struck strake 16. The
results of these collision simulations are presented in Fig. 14, which shows that all simulated collisions
on strakes 15 and 17 result in relatively similar values of ENERGY. Moreover, these ENERGY values do
not reduce below the levels attained for the least crashworthy alternatives.

To end this discussion, we once again revert to the fact that optimization resulted with Pareto
optimal alternatives that share most of the variable values. Knowing that commonality is the property
related to the alternatives on a true Pareto frontier [38], we can conclude therefore that the attained
alternatives are at least in its vicinity. More important, this outcome can be considered as the proof of
applicability of the presented ‘two-stage’ optimization to solve practical problems. Furthermore, it
serves as the proof of necessity to conduct optimization. The argumentation about the usefulness of
local stiffening for crashworthiness is the direct outcome of optimization, and prior to optimization it
was hardly conceivable as nothing similar was reported in the literature at best of our knowledge.
6. Conclusion

The objective of this paper was to study optimization of crashworthy marine structures. A ‘two-
stage’ optimization procedure has been developed that allows practical execution of this objective. It
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was illustrated on an example of tanker structure, where also a rapid approach to assess crashwor-
thiness was introduced. In the end, the results of this study proved not only the capability of the
introduced new approaches, but also indicated interesting new findings.

First finding is that the set of Pareto optimal alternatives between crashworthiness and hull mass
have many common variable values. Since literature refers to the same observations for problems of
smaller scale, this result is not a surprise, but it is an interesting fact, yielding two significant design
benefits. The first is the clear separation of the variables to those that efficiently influence objectives,
and which need to be changed to rationally improve design characteristics, and to those which affect
the objectives negatively, and which should remain constant to guarantee rationality of a design
alternative, i.e. its Pareto optimality. The second benefit is the enhancement of optimization due to
a significantly reduced number of variables which need to be changed to construct a well developed
Pareto frontier.

The second finding is the possibility to raise crashworthiness efficiently only by local stiffening in
the area most critical for ship survivability – below the waterline. Specialty of this solution is that
stiffening is local in vertical direction, i.e. it does not spread over the whole height of the ship.

Optimization of other crashworthy solutions should be also the topic of future research, e.g. opti-
mization of the web frames, optimization of the enclosed structures, such as marketed Y-core structure.
Efforts should be also made to understand the realistic benefits and sacrifices of raising crashwor-
thiness. Safety and investments cannot be expressed in terms of megajoules of energy and tons of mass,
nor can they be properly waged without understanding the industrial and societal needs for safety. In
this paper, the optimization raised the crashworthiness of the tanker from the bottoms of 10 MJ needed
to breach the hull to 130 MJ. But in reality what does this mean? Only the realistic setting would bring
an answer to this question, one which fosters risk analysis and a formal assessment of industrial and
societal preferences towards safety.
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